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Plain Language Synopsis

Materials and Methods

 In recent years, a cancer called lymphoma has been associated with certain types
of breast implants that have a rough texture (called textured implants). This work
studies how bacteria interact with textured breast implants to better understand
why certain properties of the textured surface may put patients at risk.
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Abstract
 Percentage of breast implant-associated anaplastic large cell lymphoma (BIAALCL) for textured breast implant devices: ~68%.
 The link between textured surfaces and BIA-ALCL is not clear.
 One of the main hypotheses promoted in the literature is the relationship
between bacterial biofilm and BIA-ALCL.
 We developed a high-throughput approach to study bacterial attachment to
libraries of differentially textured surfaces, with the goal of better understanding
factors that drive bacterial interactions with breast implants.
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- Maximum wall shear stress created
via rinsing process was lower than the
minimum calculated cell adhesion
force.

 4 h Cell attachment (E. coli RP437/pRSH103)
- SEM images of a patterned features library
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 Current trend on BIA-ALCL of breast implant devices

Figure 2. Schematic of (a) edge area (36 µm2, red) and face area (125 µm2,
blue) for calculating a ratio of the attached cell numbers on the same features
with different focal points. Top focused and bottom focused fluorescent
confocal microscopic images show the attached cells on the focal area of face
and edge, respectively. (b) A ratio of the attached cell numbers on the edge
area to the face area (E. coli RP437/pRSH103) in terms of the attachment
time normalized by surface area.
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 Hypothesis on textured surfaces
Possible factors linked to cell adhesion
- Surface topography
- Roughness
- Surface area
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1. Medical Device Reports of Breast Implant-Associated Anaplastic Large Cell Lymphoma, U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 2020.
2. Biomaterials & Engineering Laboratory Report Project : Surface Topography Device : Non-active mammary implants, Australian Government (Department of Health), 2019.

- Characterize a process of plate washer and plate reader (StarCCM+)
- Surface conditions: Flat, S10 D5, and S300 D100
- Time-lapse tracking of cell attachment via microscopy
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Figure 3. The number of attached E. coli RP437/pRSH103 cells on ‘facing down’
patterned PDMS surfaces after 4 h attachment under static (no agitation)
condition. (Red circle: flat control. ①:S10 D5. ②:S10 D2) *** p<0.001.
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Figure 1. Relative biomass of E. coli RP437/pRSH103 after 4 h attachment on
the PDMS surfaces under (a) static condition (no agitation) and (b) flow
condition (200 rpm). (Red circle: flat control. Green square: commercial
textured breast implant A. Blue triangle: commercial textured breast implant
B. ①:S10 D5. ②:S10 D2) * p<0.05 and ** p<0.01. Representative fluorescent
confocal microscopic images of (c) flat, S10 D5, and S10 D2 are shown. S: a
dimension of feature side (µm), D: a dimension of the distance between
features (µm). Scale bar = 10 µm (d) Biomass of E. coli cells on flat PDMS and
in the wells of S10 D5 and S10 D2 patterns. ***p<0.001.

- Simulations revealed that the maximum rinsing-induced wall shear stress was
lower than the minimum cell adhesion force. This signifies that the rinsing of the
plate washer does not induce artificial bacterial attachment.
- The different cell attachment on a surface feature library was observed and the
mechanism of cell adhesion was confirmed by real-time microscopy.
- From the microscopic images and the time-lapse video, the cells in the features
were more likely to attach at the edges rather than facets.
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